
American Blazer Horse
registration requirements.

*Every American Blazer Horse has to have a
documented pedigree back to Little Blaze F1.
*A gentle and willing disposition
*Standing 13 - 15 hands at maturity
*A refined head with bold eyes that set well

out on the corners of the head
*Extreme sloped shoulders
*A short back to carry weight
*A long hip for more power
*Good flat bones with strong legs

medium-length pasterns
*Solid colored with no albino, pinto or

appaloosa characteristics
*No blue or white eyed horse are

register-able
*No white markings above the knee except

on face (excluding scars and brands)
*No skeletal defects that affect performance

that can be passed on to offspring
Horses are usually registered as a weanling,

any horse that does not meet the height
requirement at maturity, either under 13
hands or over 15 hands, the owners must
surrender their papers and they will be

revoked. You can still breed the horse and if
their offspring meets the requirements, their

offspring can be registered.

What can American Blazer
Horses Do?

Just about anything you take the
time to train them for.

Ranch work
Trail or pleasure riding

Dressage
Distance Racing

Reining
Cow cutting
4-H events
Gymkhanas

Extreme Trail Sports
Therapy horses

Driving or Pulling
English or Western
Packing-hunting

Great family horses
Etc.

Blazer Horses are very athletic,
versatile, honest, gentle and

willing, built for years of riding.
enjoyment

The most prized attribute of the Blazer
Horse is the gentle and willing disposition.
They are kind and often are quickly accepted
as a member of the family not just another

horse.

When one Blazer owner was asked "how can
your little Blazer Horse carry 200 lbs of rider
and gear into a National Reined Cow Horse
competition and score in the 70's?" Her reply
was simple. "He may only weigh 762 lbs,

but 761 of that is pure heart."

A reminder of the American West

Blazer Horses are the perfect all-around
western horse and a great addition to any
family. Their streamlined size, great

conformation, gentle disposition and proven
performance make them a phenomenal horse
no matter what kind of riding you plan on

doing.



Blazer Horse Creed
We believe that the world is better with American

Blazer Horses in it.
We believe that horses ought to be gentle,

willing, honest, agile, and bred with
conformation and disposition in mind.

We believe Blazer Horses meet this expectation
over and over again.

We believe that Blazer Horses are a gentle
whisper from the history of the American
West.

We believe in yesterday. We honor the horses
and the people who got us this far, and we
believe their stories deserve to live on.

We believe that the best horses in our breed
haven’t been born yet, that our biggest
promoters aren’t involved yet, and that the
future is bright for American Blazer Horses
and the equestrians who love them.

We believe the future is now. Right now. To be a
part of this movement means a once-in-a
lifetime opportunity to leave a mark, to make
history.

We believe this is no time to think small.
We believe in stories. Stories help us understand

where we’ve been, who we are, and what we
aspire to become. Stories are the best way we
know to celebrate this breed and keep
building it... one believer at a time

We believe it’s our job to tell those stories.
Most of all, we believe in tomorrow.
We believe... no, we know!...that Blazer Horses

are special... that this journey is worth it...
and that if we stay true to what we believe *
together, we can change the world. Because
we believe in Blazers.
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We invite you to learn more
about the American Blazer
Horse and the registry at our
website or speak with one of the
Blazer Horse owners-enthusiast
in your area.
You can also check us out at
https://www.facebook.com/blazerhorse

American Blazer Horse
Association, Inc.

16114 Idaho Center Blvd. #3
Nampa, ID 83687

Phone: (208) 461-1055
Blazerhorse.com

Or Email:
americanblazerhorses@

gmail.com

To help people everywhere
discover, enjoy and remember
American Blazer Horses!!!

American Blazer Horse
Association, Inc.

The American Blazer Horse is bred
to be a willing and versatile

performer, able to compete on local,
regional and national levels with

appropriate training.

The breed conformation standards
call for a horse that is well balanced,
with a extreme sloping shoulder,
long hip, refined head with bold

eyes, clean neck, short back, strong
hooves and plenty of bone for a
lifetime of soundness and service.

The Blazer Horse moves freely with
easy, ground covering strides that
are pleasant and smooth for the
rider. Their gentle and willing
disposition is also bred into the

breed. It is a
conformation/disposition breed.

A winning combination.
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